
Lessons  
1-5 

Lessons  
6-10 

Lessons  
11-15 

Lessons  
16-20 

Lessons  
21-25 

Lessons  
26-30 

Lessons  
31-35 

Lessons  
36-41 

Lessons  
41-45 

and are pine also small above done behind begun bay begin 

at arm road bald sniff best keg below blue boil clue 

flat bad seeing ball stall did kin brat cap boy eat 

fog cat sharp barking still dove kit clap cup broil felt 

going charm shave barn tall farm none enough depart cake glue 

grave dark she being tell girls parts even drag coy goats 

hive do soft book the glove smell kill drip friend joint 

no doing spelling call they he snap kites drum join oil 

sat dull star calling tub is snip prim gram joy point 

smash fell starve can us love some stem jam rough retell 

tan fill tag car will me spell step jar soy saw 

tab friends tape come with one telling trees jell tough self 

ten gas tar cot you see   jet toy spoil 

tent gave to cut  shelf   jump  started 

wish give top five  shove   just  steps 

 hard we got  slip   rerun  these 

 has what hall  smart   resell  true 

 hat  log  snug   shoes  weeds 

 have  mill  span   trap   

 hill  not  spill   trim   

 lap  of  stop   trip   

 lip  park  stove      

 live  part  swim      

 mad  parting  were      

 many  read  where      

 mark  ring        

 mat  salt        

 pill  save        
 



Lessons  
46-50 

Lessons  
51-55 

Lessons  
56-60 

Lessons  
61-65 

Lessons  
66-70 

Lessons  
71-75 

Lessons  
76-80 

Lessons  
81-85 

Lessons  
86-90 

Lessons 
91-95 

Lessons 
96-100 

cart away drop birds had about clip beetle barked boiled around 

leader cab howl brown traps blast count bring dashed by coil 

leaf girl kid clown  cloud cows feet fished clues drank 

lit put now cow  coin eating green flop cry handed 

neat scab pow down  couch get meet gloves does here 

pointing scamper scat flip  flag ground read joined dry sank 

reach scam skid fly  proud knows reading kept goat there 

real scar steam glad  scram leaders said loud growled think 

repeat should town growl  splint mouth straps marked high those 

soil skill toys how  strum out wanted mashed hound want 

speak skillet  know  toil pound work owl howled  
well skin  prowl   scrap  reached little  
year skit  skim   shout  rushed my  

 sting  sled   splash  shouting ply  

 who  south   split  smelled prowled  

   was   spring  splashed repeated  

      strap  splashing rounded  

      string  strip shouted  

      wall   shy  

         sigh  

         skunk  

         sky  

         sly  

         spoiled  

         stink  

         try  

         why  
 

 

 



Lessons 
101-105 

Lessons 
106-110 

Lessons 
111-115 

Lessons 
116-120 

could bay clouds better 

drink bird cook bold 

found bunk end brook 

home clay good cold 

junk day ink flying 

owls hunted listed nowhere 

plough may pay say 

pointed play scrub somehow 

pounded ray shook someone 

rank shrink sighed something 

sink skip sign somewhere 

smashed spray soot stay 

sunk stray sound today 

tank tested stood touch 

thanks  thought tray 

then  through working 

trunk  told yours 

wants  took  
which  wool  
would    
your    

    

    

    

    

    

    
 

 

 



 

Is it a ‘v’ or v-e? 
The /v/ sound at 
the end of words is 
usually spelled with 
v-e as in hive, have 
and shave  
 

/Ar/ spelled as ‘ar’ 
When you hear the 
sound /ar/ in a 
word it is spelled 
‘ar’ as in hard and 
part 
 

/ll/ at the end of 
words 
When you hear the 
sound /ll/ at the 
end of words it is 
spelled ‘ll’ as in fell, 
ball and still 
 

 

/all/ spelled as ‘al’ 
When you hear the 
/all/ sound in the 
middle of a word it 
is spelled ‘al’ as in 
bald, fall and salt 

/u/ in words that 
have a letter o and 
end in an e 
When you hear the 
/u/ sound in the 
middle of a word it 
is represented with 
an o and ends in an 
e as in some and 
dove 

Is it a ‘c’ or a ‘k’? 
If the next sound 
after the /k/ is ‘i’ or 
‘e’ the initial letter is 
Kk as in king and 
kept 

Consonant blends 
Introduction of 
consonant blends 
sm, sn, tr, dr, gl, cl, 
bl, fl, sl, spl, scr, spr,-
nk, 

/uff/ spelled ‘ough’ 
When you hear the 
sound /uff/ in 
words it is spelled 
with ‘ough’ as in 
enough, tough and 
rough 

‘Oy’ or ‘oi’ 
When you hear the 
/oy/ sound at the 
end of a word it is 
spelled ‘oy’ as in joy 
and toy.  If the /oy/ 
sound is not at the 
end of the word it is 
spelled ‘oi’ as in oil 
and join 

/oo/ at the end of a 
word 
When you hear the 
/oo/ sound at the 
end of a word it is 
usually spelled ‘ue’ 
as in blue and clue 

Long e spelled ‘ea’ 
When you hear the 
long e sound in the 
middle of a word it 
is spelled ‘ea’ as in 
leaf, ready and 
speak 

/ow/ sound in 
words 
When you hear the 
/ow/ sound in 
words it is normally 
spelled with an ‘ow’ 
as in cow, frown and 
crown 

‘Ow’ or ‘ou’ 
When a word ends 
in /ow/, /owl/ or 
/own/ the 
/ow/sound is 
spelled with an ‘ow’ 
as in town and 
prowl.  If the word 
does not end like 
this the spelling for 
/ow/ is ‘ou’ as in 
couch and proud 

Affix ‘ed’ 
To change a word to 
tell about yesterday 
we add an ‘ed’ to the 
end of the word eg 
change the word 
‘mark’ to tell about 
yesterday = marked 

/ood/ spelled ‘ould’ 
When you hear the 
/ood/ sound, like in 
should it is normally 
spelled the same 
way as in could and 
would 

Long i spelled with a 
‘y’ 
When you hear the 
long i sound at the 
end of a word it is 
spelled with a ‘y’ as 
in my, dry and sky 
except for high and 
sigh 

Words that tell 
where something is 
When you spell a 
word that tells 
where something is 
it is spelled with an 
‘ere’ at the end as in 
there, here, where 

Long a at the end of 
a word 
When you hear the 
long a sound at the 
end of a word it is 
spelled ‘ay’ as in 
stray, play and day 

‘Oo’ or ‘ou’   
When you hear the 
/oo/ sound in the 
middle of a word it 
is spelled ‘oo’ as in 
book, shook and 
cook, except for 
could, would and 
should,  

Old as in cold 
When you write a 
word that sounds 
like old it is spelled 
the same as old, as 
in cold, bold and 
gold 

Compound words 
Sometimes words 
are made of two 
words we already 
know as in 
somewhere and 
today 

 


